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Executive Summary  

 The Village of St. Jacobs has the potential to be a sought-after destination within the local 

tourism community, given its rich local history and unique charm. A focus on its food and 

hospitality industries, is perhaps the best way to leverage its unique attributes. This report will 

assess the internal and external environments that surround St. Jacobs in order to analyze which 

courses of action offer the greatest opportunities for development, that would best serve the 

interests of the St. Jacobs Business Improvement Area (BIA) team and the community it serves. 

The first section of this paper utilizes secondary research, using trends that have been 

identified amongst families who spend relatively large sums of money on food and beverages 

outside of the home. Attention was also paid to research showing patterns related to the types of 

events that draw the most attention and support from the regions surrounding St. Jacobs (See 

Appendix 6A). These events tend to focus around culture, music, and food, supporting our 

hypothesis. It was also discovered that the majority of families already enjoy visiting neighboring 

cities for sight-seeing, and/or eating out offering an opportunity to possibly divert some of that 

existing traffic toward St. Jacobs.  

The second portion of this report summarizes findings from primary research conducted 

by our team. Our findings indicate a clear need to extend the hours of business in the St. Jacobs 

Village in the interest of becoming more competitive.  It also revealed a latent interest on the part 

of individuals wishing to participate in cultural activities who may be attracted to learning more 

about the Mennonite customs that make St. Jacobs unique, and activities that focus on local history 

and culture. The summary of our findings therefore verifies the potential for developing the food 

and hospitality industries, but also highlights the potential to attract new types of demographics 

into the village by also providing interesting new experiences that play on local strengths.  

In order to increase awareness of the offerings available, and to attract a larger number of 

local tourists into the Village of St. Jacobs, our recommendations have been broken down into 

three segments: 1. Establish experiential attractions around food culture such as providing 

Mennonite themed breakfasts; 2. Host festivals that highlight local culture and history that cater to 

various demographics, that offer cultural activities and crafts for which St. Jacobs is already well 

known, such as quilt making; and 3. Advertise outdoor activity themed experiences leveraging the 
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natural environment around St. Jacobs to appeal to the desire of families to go sightseeing and 

exploring together. This can be delivered along with options for Mennonite services such as 

carriage rides. 

To implement these three segments, we have broken down the steps into short, middle, and 

long-term phases. The short-term includes establishing relationships with local businesses, food 

trucks, local train companies, and cultural experience vendors. Middle-term will establish proper 

logistics for providing outdoor activities, Mennonite and train experiences, music festivals, and 

food trucks. Finally, the long-term plan will focus on marketing efforts using social media 

platforms, venues, and hotels to better place St. Jacobs onto the radar of potential local tourists. 

An outline of the financial projections for this implementation is also included, along with a list of 

potential risks and contingencies.     
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Introduction 

 St. Jacobs is best known for its original settlers, the German “Old Order” Mennonites, with 

a history going back to the 1830’s. St. Jacobs has always offered a lot of interesting historical 

stories and landmarks for tourists to explore. As the village is located very close to the highway, 

as well as being located right on the route leading to larger townships located between three to ten 

kilometers away, enough traffic through the area is not the problem. The problem is how to attract 

these relatively large numbers of people, who are on the way to visit quickly flourishing competing 

towns and cities in the general area, to stop by in St. Jacobs, (a village of approximately two 

thousand people), instead. 

Over the years, many people from across Canada have visited the old mill, rustic train 

tracks, horse-drawn carriages, museums, nature trails, and farmlands (just to name a few) around 

St. Jacobs. They are very interested in getting a glimpse into the very conservative lifestyle the 

Mennonites, that represents something of a time capsule, harkening back to simpler times. Despite 

this natural attraction, the village has been experiencing a steady decline in customers over the 

past several years as this unique destination has started to fade in minds of potential visitors, who 

are being actively drawn to other locations instead. In order to counter this, an urgent assessment 

is required to examine what new attractions would recapture the interest of the general population 

and ensure the long-term growth and prosperity of the village.  

The focal target market that we recommend is Cambridge, Kitchener and Waterloo with a 

total population of 13, 448, 494 (Census Profile, 2016). Statistics Canada census data shows that 

Cambridge, Kitchener and Waterloo make up the second-fastest growing metropolitan area in 

Canada (De Angelis, R., 2019). Waterloo, for example, has the lowest unemployment rates and 

one of the highest employment rates in the country (De Angelis, R., 2019).  We recommend a 

focus on the age groups of 26 to 35 and 45+ because our research shows that while the majority 

have visited St. Jacobs before, many of them visit only twice a year or less. A push is required to 

attract these age groups to visit St. Jacobs on a more regular basis. In addition, both of these age 

groups are likely to have families, which can be targeted for the different activity categories we 

have recommended.  
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This paper will therefore focus on stimulating local tourism in St. Jacobs, with an emphasis 

on target segments who are most likely to support the food and hospitality industries. We will 

begin by looking at how we can best attract more regular tourists to visit the St. Jacobs village to 

stimulate the local economy and businesses, while also exploring the needs and requirements of 

the St. Jacobs community, on which strategic plans may be based for recommendation to the St. 

Jacobs BIA team. 

Research and Analysis  

St. Jacobs Today 

 St. Jacobs Village currently offers an impressive range of unique realtors and retail outlets 

selling clothing, decor, original crafts, coffee shops and even craft beer. A variety of highly skilled 

artisans also work out of historical buildings such as the Country Mill, Village Silos, Mill Shed, 

and the Old Factory. Railway enthusiasts can enjoy two train attractions/museums in the village. 

There are three professional live theaters that continuously offer a rotation of plays to keep the 

offerings fresh. Two are located in the village and another in the market area. There is also a local 

history museum for tourists looking to learn more about Mennonites in the area, which is located 

at the heart of the village. Additionally, there are seasonal events such as the St. Jacobs Sparkles 

festival that kicks off the Christmas festivities and the Quilt and Fibre Art Festival that celebrates 

the textile heritage of the region. There is also a lovely walking trail that follows the river that runs 

right through St. Jacobs Village.   

Secondary Research  

To get a general idea of the spending and habits of local market segments and to help 

generate solutions, we have reviewed general statistics and event popularity in the village. (This 

research was done online and in university libraries.) Event statistics from the area show that events 

featuring food and beverages (specifically beer) were the most popular activities in the area (See 

Appendix 6A and 7A). The most popular time of year was spring and summer. It was also 

interesting to note that more popular festivals included the town name right in the festival name – 

showing a brand name appeal for the area. An economic and Canadian lifestyle analysis showed 

that economic growth in area is driven by increasing population, growing employment rate, and 

expanding customers spending. Canadians are also increasingly enjoying diversified and 
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multicultural food and beverages. Additionally, we found that in the food and beverage industry, 

there is a small annual growth for full-service restaurants of 2-4% while for coffee and snack shops 

it is 3-5% (See Appendix 8A). There is high ($3 million-$5 million) local tourism spending from 

Ontario tourists for sightseeing and cultural performances (See Appendix 9A). There is medium 

($1 million - $3 million) spending for festivals/fairs, museums/art galleries, theme parks, 

national/provincial parks, and historic sites. To further break this down, spending was also viewed 

through food and beverage indicators and the numbers show that Ontario tourists spent more 

money in restaurants and bars and less in stores. Furthermore, the majority of spending was done 

in pursuit of cultural experiences and less in recreational experiences. The food and beverage 

trends show that people are eating out often, and that making these places more family friendly 

and with plenty of options - from increased restaurant hours, adding food and beverage events, 

multicultural events, and increasing the variety of foods - would be beneficial. 

Results and Analysis of Secondary Research 

From the secondary research conducted on Canadian economic conditions, customer 

spending trends, lifestyle, comparable towns, and local festivals and recreation, we drew three 

main conclusions: 

1. Customer spending has rapidly grown within Ontario’s economy, and has the potential to 

drive sustainable economic growth in the Kitchener/Waterloo area. St. Jacobs would 

benefit from this in the long run by being able to tap into this potential by attracting more 

recurring visitors to the town.  

2. Results of local tourism spending and food and beverage industry trends shed light on the 

current Canadian consumer preferences related to traveling and consumption patterns: 

visitors prefer pursuing cultural experiences over recreational experiences; customers 

prefer to enjoy food and beverage products in restaurants more than shopping in stores. St. 

Jacobs can leverage these current consumer preferences to bring more visitors into the town 

by featuring St. Jacobs unique culture and distinctive restaurants, while offering a greater 

variety of options.  
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3. Assessment of the characteristics of Canadian lifestyles and event popularity shows that 

Canadians are health-conscious and enjoy participating in festivals; especially food and 

beverage related festivals. To enhance its attractiveness to Canadians, St. Jacobs can offer 

more healthy lifestyle options and hold more events catering to this particular local demand. 

Overall, the secondary research supports that there is a high economic potential for St.  

Jacobs to grow, and it has the capability to capture this opportunity by leveraging its geographical 

advantages and aligning its cultural uniqueness with current Canadian consumer preferences. 

Primary Research 

The research done for our study was a mix of in-person interviews and anonymous survey 

links. For the in-person interviews, we were given a list of names from St. Jacobs BIA of people 

who might be interested in making a personal investment in the further development of St. Jacobs 

Village. The majority of the people were part of the St. Jacobs BIA and thus already have personal 

and business-related biases for the outcomes they would like to see in St. Jacobs Village. We 

compiled a variety of questions (See Appendix 1) that would generate ideas about what they were 

looking to achieve in St. Jacobs, and potentially their own businesses. The second part of our 

research was done through a survey, which was completed online (See Appendix 2) sent through 

a variety of streams and media to better target a more diverse group of people. The link was sent 

out through various twitter accounts of businesses in St. Jacobs, the researchers’ personal networks 

outside of school, and with the support of local businesses and organizations with networks in the 

region.  

Results and Analysis of Primary Research 

 We collected 270 survey responses, with 265 of them being valid. 40% of participants were 

from K-W region and 30% from St. Jacobs. The rest of the respondents were from various locations. 

(See Appendix 4A). Based on the results of our survey, 55.12% of participants visited St. Jacobs 

often and 50.23% of them purchased food and beverage during their visits. 79.43% and 83.45% of 

participants considered that the product scale and retailing of St. Jacobs were high quality and 

pleasant respectively. But less than half of the participants believed that the price of food and 

beverages in St. Jacobs was reasonable. To ensure there were no statistical biases in our survey 

analysis, we conducted another survey which excluded all the participants from St. Jacobs. 
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Appendix 4B shows the comparison between both methods of research. The result of the two 

samples were not significantly different, which showed that the total samples findings were 

consistent. 

 To figure out the potential customers who did not visit St. Jacobs village very frequently 

(such as once or twice per year), we analyzed and classified the participants ages and locations 

from the survey. Appendix 11A provides all the detail of the breakdown of data results for different 

age groups and locations. Based on the results of Appendix 11A, the target customer group would 

be 26-35 or 45 plus age residents from Kitchener-Waterloo-Cambridge regions. Most of the 

participants in this target group only visited St. Jacobs once or twice per year. So, attracting these 

local tourists to visit St. Jacobs more often would be the most expedient way to improve the local 

business. 

 According to the results of the surveys, 25% of participants wanted to see more social and 

cultural events which include Mennonite Festival, Music Festival and so on in St. Jacobs and 18% 

of participants suggested that St. Jacobs might provide more food selection (See Appendix 4C). 

After excluding St. Jacobs residents from the collected data, more than 60% of remaining 

participants stated a need for more cultural events and restaurant selection. Although a majority of 

participants expressed that St. Jacobs provides good and high-quality items, there is still room for 

improvement based on the above responses.  

 When we focused on our specific target customer groups, their needs for improvement 

were more detailed and specific than the others. Appendix 11B shows the total breakdown of their 

requirements from the survey. For 26-35 age group customers, 47.23% of participants would love 

to see some music festivals and Mennonite events in St. Jacobs. And for the 45+ age groups, train 

tours and Mennonite events were more appealing to them. So, more cultural and social events 

(such as music festivals and Mennonite events) and train tours will help St. Jacobs village to attract 

more customers in these specific age and location range. 

Research showed that most of the participants believed St. Jacobs was a quaint, friendly, 

unique and home-like place to visit. Appendix 11C is a word cloud which represents the first 

impressions of St. Jacobs for all the participants. But both St. Jacobs residents and other 

participants hope to see more diverse food and beverage offerings and more local festivals which 
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are a mix of the local Mennonite culture and activities that encourage engagement of the local 

community. These improvements will help St. Jacobs highlight their local features to attract more 

local tourists. 

Furthermore, we interviewed nine local St. Jacobs food and beverage business owners to 

obtain insights from their perspectives. These interviews revealed that the business owners 

possessed a good vision for the future of St. Jacobs and believe that more restaurants should fill 

the main street to create more engagement from local communities. It was also revealed that 

transportation limitations, limited opening hours, and seasonality have the potential to cause huge 

challenges for the future development of St. Jacobs. Participants showed excitement over the idea 

of creating walking tours in conjunction with the trainline, bringing in more diverse local cultural 

festivals, and even food trucks to help the residents in Kitchener-Waterloo area re-discover the 

unique culture and offerings in St. Jacobs. Overall, all members envision that St. Jacobs will 

provide a superior cultural experience for all visitors in the near future. 

Decision Criteria Established 

One of the main criteria established early on in the project, was the need to raise awareness 

about St. Jacobs Village. People in the Kitchener-Waterloo area know about the market, and many 

of them feel that the market and village are the same thing - which is not accurate. It is therefore 

logical that increasing awareness of the village and the activities it has to offer will help in 

attracting recurring customers.  

Once people visit the area, they will spread the word if they had a good experience. Having 

activities, places to go, things to see that cannot be done in a single day, will lead to return visits. 

Thus, it is important to have events spread out during the year to attract people regularly. There 

should be enough amenities to allow for both tourists and regulars to stay overnight and experience 

the town at night as well. This increase in hospitality experiences and choices will attract more 

people to the area.  

In order to coordinate with the hospitality experience, St. Jacobs should also focus on 

improving its food and beverage offerings. The more options St. Jacobs has, and the more authentic 

the dining experiences it can provide, the better. Once again, good quality of variety, and high 
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quality of the food itself will lead people to spread the word via social media, word of mouth, and 

online platforms, which will lead to recurring business and also an increase in new business. Each 

criterion is weighted and ranked. Using this weighting, each recommendation is ranked against 

how well it meets the desired criteria. Based on the final score, three top events emerge, which 

will be explained in the next section.  

Recommendation 

 There are three segments involved in the suggested recommendation, all of which are as 

follows:  

Establish Experiences  

● To establish experiences, current venues will be used in St. Jacobs, not only to provide 

experiences, but to support other local St. Jacobs venues. Emphasizing the potential for 

profitable gains is recommended to engage these venues. 

● Create a new venue that can host experiential activities such as experiencing a Mennonite 

breakfast or engage in Mennonite activities such as making your own quilt, making your 

own sausages, and making your own glassware. 

● Offer train tours that go from Waterloo and Elmira into St Jacobs. The train could offer 

dining experiences by local restaurants from St. Jacobs. These experiences will attract more 

people into St. Jacobs in the short as well as long term.  

Establish Festivals 

● We recommend six main festivals for St Jacobs to implement. These events meet the 

decision criteria outlined in the above, and over time, having these events will raise the 

profile of the town (refer to Exhibit 3A for a full break down of the events). Having food 

trucks invited alongside the festivals can provide a holistic experience for patrons coming 

to the festivals. Patrons can enjoy the festival, grab food from the trucks and both these 

activities will promote consumer spending in the area.  

● Host music and seasonal food truck festivals at least twice a year, where different sets of 

food trucks will come to the St Jacobs area. These events will help bring a more varied 
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crowd, which will include families and younger people such as university students and 

working professionals. It is also reasonable to assume that the increased patronage will lead 

to more spending in the area during these festivals.  

Establish Outdoor Activity Opportunities 

● Host canoeing, running and hiking events in the area to offer half-day or full-day activities. 

The longer tourists can be enticed to stay, the higher the chances of their eating at St. Jacobs 

restaurants and exploring more of the village. It may also be beneficial to explore hosting 

a national challenge that could benefit from marketing outside of the region. 

● For those unable to participate in the above activities, free walking tours through the town 

and alongside Conestogo River will enable patrons to experience the natural and scenic 

beauty. This service would be a great way to explore the town on foot. These events aim 

to bring in health conscious families and adults, as well as seniors to the township who are 

looking for a little adventure. 

Implementation 

To bring about the recommendation of establishing new events and festivals, providing 

healthy lifestyle options, and bringing in new and exciting experiences for local tourists, we advise 

implementing the following short-term, medium-term, and long-term plans (see Appendix 3 for 

Calendar of Events and Citation for reference points): 

Short-Term  

 A short-term implementation plan is necessary as a building block for the future. St. Jacobs 

has current relationships with the train line, local restaurants and local businesses, as well as with 

businesses in the surrounding area. It should not be difficult for the BIA to take advantage of these 

business relationships and create a successful new market for local tourists.  

Establish Relationships 

It is important to connect with local businesses in St. Jacobs but also in the 

Kitchener/Waterloo area to build up the three main events in healthy lifestyle experiences, the 

Mennonite experience, and festivals. We recommend that the events be spread throughout the year; 
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to maintain relationships that will be crucial to gain larger traffic flows from local tourism during 

different seasons.  

As well, we suggest that leveraging the support of the technology sector in 

Kitchener/Waterloo would build upon the community’s relationship with St. Jacobs. Based on the 

large growing tech sector in Waterloo, such as the establishment of a new building for Google 

which will be eleven stories, it is worthwhile for the BIA group to network within the tech sector 

to bring local tourists to the area. St. Jacobs should promote venue space, such as the Beer Garden 

and Jacobs Grill. Recently, they had a Communitech event called True North (Communitech 

Corporation, 2019). It is important to attract attendees, the 2,500, such as these to St. Jacobs 

afterwards for food. Thus, using promotional material at such locations from print to social media 

platforms is necessary.  

Establish Succession Planning and Training Mechanisms  

To ensure that all of these projects run smoothly, it will be important to implement a job 

shadowing program to help train others to take on certain roles in the future. This will ensure the 

village is not left thinking “how is the activity managed” at any point in time. Knowledge sharing 

will ensure a proper channel for feedback collection and enable a method for monitoring on-going 

activities.  

Middle-Term  

 The following middle-term recommendations fall under this time period due to the 

necessary marketing that must be done to promote each activity. Up to one and a half years is 

necessary to plan each activity and then promote it through local tourism offices and different 

regions outside. Promotional material must be created alongside connecting with the correct 

individuals and businesses to make the activities successful.  

Outdoor Activity Opportunities  

 Local activities like running, canoeing, and walking along the local trails should be 

promoted. With regard to running, St. Jacobs BIA should connect with running organizations in 

Waterloo, such as the Running Room or Run Waterloo, who focuses on races like the Father’s Day 

run, which has been active now for 42 years. St. Jacobs has a variety of scenic views that should 
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be taken advantage of to attract local tourists. For example, walking trails need to be promoted 

through online platforms. Currently, no walking trails are listed on TripAdvisor.  

River Trails have been promoted on St. Jacobs Country (St. Jacobs Country, 2019), 

however there is limited promotion otherwise. The river should be taken advantage of to promote 

local tourism. A canoeing rental spot would bring in locals and their families as well. Based on 

our secondary research on competition, we can see that towns such as Elora and Paris take full 

advantage of using the Grand River to attract tourists. St. Jacobs should take advantage of the 

beauty of Conestogo River. To promote outdoor aspects, all of the restaurants and stores would 

promote the different trails and canoe rentals through pamphlets in stores.  

For those who are not as adventurous, free guided tours are also an option to ensure 

everyone has a means to access the trails and sights in the area. As a part of the tour, the village 

can also be the main component of the walk. This will ensure newcomers are fully aware of all the 

things available in the village, encouraging them to come back another day to try a new restaurant 

or activity. This could include a walking tour of the sites within St. Jacobs, for example, the 

Mennonite museum, various foods, and historical sites, such as the mural depicting Mennonite 

Life in St. Jacobs. The tours themselves can be held by high school students looking to gain 

community hours, which would further engage the local communities in the development of the 

village.  

Tie in the Mennonite Experiences! 

 Based on St. Jacobs’ competition, our secondary research shows that using unique 

attractions can bring in local tourists. The Mennonite experiences are central to St. Jacobs and 

should be taken advantage of. A restaurant that would establish a stronger tie to the St. Jacobs 

culture by allowing tourists to create their own food items (like sausages) or offering traditional 

bread baking classes, will provide a unique food experience. Although we advise having regular 

menu items as well, so that everyone does not have to cook their own meals, a menu can be 

established to cater to family or group activities.  

 Creating an area for tourists to participate in alternative Mennonite activities is also a key 

aspect to be implemented in St. Jacobs. Alternative activities may include making your own quilt 
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or learning how to bake a fresh pie. Venue space that is currently vacant and could be used for 

business purposes within St. Jacobs can may be utilized to host sessions such as this. 

Trains  

The train experience would provide ample opportunities for young children and their 

families to enjoy their weekends - but adults would be able to enjoy it too with the utilization of 

the two new beer halls. To accomplish this, relationships must be built up between Waterloo 

Central Railway and the restaurants, such as building relationships with the new owner of the St. 

Jacobs Grill and the Stone Crock. For example, Waterloo Central Railway is doing a Rail N Ale 

with Block 3, however more restaurants could be incorporated and/or store visits could be 

promoted into tours. As well, the Mennonite Museum and Waterloo Central Railway should be 

connected because the train already has Mennonite tours to Elmira, and this could be incorporated. 

Note that the walking trails mentioned in the above could be utilized for this piece. See Appendix 

10A for detailed tour examples.  

Music Festivals  

 Music festivals are key event tools to bring to local tourists. Attendees will then go to 

restaurants in the local area. As mentioned above, it will be important for St. Jacobs BIA to build 

relationships with the necessary facilitators, entertainment, and organizations. For example, local 

bands would be beneficial to draw in local tourists. Depending on the genre the city decides to 

promote (as this will set the tone for St. Jacobs culture), there are local non-profits, like the Jazz 

Room Society, who might be able to work with the BIA to create an event. Lana’s Lounge is 

another idea (Lana’s Lounge); a unique venue in the area which hosts live music every week at 

their restaurant. St. Jacobs may easily host live music nights within their restaurants or via street 

buskers.  

Food Trucks 

 Based on secondary research, most small towns the size of St. Jacobs have a large number 

of food options for tourists. Of the food options available at these other towns, St. Jacobs is much 

smaller in comparison. As St. Jacobs is growing, such as the establishment of the Beer Garden, we 

believe St. Jacobs will grow to have more restaurants over time. In the meantime, we recommend 

using food truck festivals as a source of food opportunities to draw local tourists. Canadian Food 

Truck festivals is an organization that supports the SickKids Foundation. Their website (Canadian 
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Food Truck Festival, 2017) emphasizes how food trucks can benefit from participating in their 

festival, and how local businesses can benefit. St. Jacobs may hold their own version of a 

fundraising event using the food trucks, to promote how the village is giving back. Food Truck 

Thursday is another example, which St. Jacobs BIA should take advantage of exploring. R + T 

park hosts food trucks every Thursday (University of Waterloo, 2018).  

Note however, that if the village were to utilize the cities shops and vendors, it would be 

required for the village to block off the main street to vehicles to allow participants to safely 

wander the street to different vendors. Another option would be for the food trucks to set up in 

parking lots in St. Jacobs. 

Hours of Operation 

We suggest that shops change their hours to stay open longer, based on our one-on-one 

interviews with local businesses. In this regard, BIA may appeal to local shops to open hours later 

in the day. We do realize this is a challenge, however 18% of our survey participants suggest longer 

hours for stores.  

Long-Term  

 A long-term implementation plan is necessary to maintain relationships, build upon them 

and create new ones. As well, social media is continuously changing and growing. It is important 

for the BIA to maintain a strong connection to followers through a variety of social media 

platforms. It is essential to be innovative and growing with the industry.  

Social Media Platform 

Each event under healthy lifestyle experiences, Mennonite experiences and festivals will 

have their own social media accounts. For example, each festival will have an individual platform 

on Instagram so that they can promote their event. However, note that other businesses should be 

asked to promote their events separately. As a side note, it would be beneficial to promote the 

Mennonite museum through social media, to advertise the uniqueness of the experience in the area.  

The relationships built within the first year, should be taken to a greater degree in the years 

to come. For example, the Waterloo Central Railways has a stop on Northfield St. in Waterloo 

across from the LRT. This is an easy location for locals who do not have another means of 
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transportation to get to St. Jacobs. With a strong relationship with the Waterloo Central Railway 

station, St. Jacobs BIA can promote their events at this train platform with print ads, which 

highlight the event and the social media to follow.  

Local Venues 

Aside from creating local events it is important to promote and market local venues in St. 

Jacobs. It is highly recommended to create connections with Mennonite organizations from MEDA 

to MCC as examples. This will help build up future events in the area. St. Jacobs should take 

advantage of their Mennonite heritage and the large amount of local organizations that already 

have events in the surrounding areas. For example, MEDA (MEDA, 2019) has a Networking Hub 

that has local events each month. Last month they hosted an event at the Tannery in Kitchener, 

bringing over 100 people to the event.  

Overall, during the first year of implementation the most important role of St. Jacobs BIA 

is to establish and create long-lasting relationships so the three main components of healthy 

lifestyle experiences, the Mennonite experience and festivals may thrive in the years to follow. It 

is important for St. Jacobs BIA to incorporate events throughout the year to generate local tourism 

consistently and then they will always have an opportunity to explore the unique area. For example, 

St. Jacobs BIA has already started to establish important relationships between the Waterloo 

Central Railway and the local food industry. The railway has already set up events throughout the 

year that will benefit St. Jacobs in attracting tourists throughout the year. In conclusion, we 

ultimately recommend that St. Jacobs BIA take full advantage of building relationships locally 

through business development and other events in the region, as well as emphasizing the strong 

Mennonite history.  

Logistics and Hotels 

It is reasonable to assume that patrons would want to stay overnight before or after any 

events such as running, hiking or want to see the town before or after a festival. To accommodate 

these visitors, we recommend the BIA to set up shuttle services between the hotels at St Jacobs 

market, such as the Marriott, Hilton and Holiday Inn. The shuttle services would ferry patrons 

between the hotels and a central drop off point at St Jacobs Village. Additionally, the BIA should 

encourage local residents to open up their homes for Airbnb, which allows the village to further 
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increase its experiential tourism aspect. Another option would be to utilize the relationship with 

the train line to see if day passes can be sold at a certain rate to hotel guests to visit St. Jacobs.  

Revenue Projections 

 Based on tourism statistics from the Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and Sport 

(Ontario Ministry of Tourism, 2016), there were more than 10 million tourists from Ontario 

visiting Huron, Perth, Waterloo and Wellington area in 2016 and nearly all of the visitors were 

from Ontario. 75% of the visitors did not stay overnight and the expenditure on the same day stay 

per capita in Kitchener area was $58.85 (Statistics Canada, 2017). We believe that our 

implementation plan which includes train tours, running events, and food trucks will attract at least 

10% of tourists who have already visited Waterloo area which is 1 million visits per year. This 

number of visitors will also generate approximate $59 million revenue for St. Jacobs local 

businesses.   

 According to estimates provided by Waterloo Run, each event attracts 340 runners (5K 

running), which will generate $41,000 revenue for St. Jacobs businesses. In Kitchener-Waterloo 

region, there were 4,000 attendees joining the food truck events. So, under our food trucks planning 

calendar, nearly $800,000 in revenue could be generated per year. Currently, there are 300 patrons 

visiting St. Jacobs village through the train tour per week. Based on our implementation plan of 

the train experience tour, we believe the visiting number will be double in the near future which 

will bring 15,000 more visitors to the village per year and generate $750,000 revenue to the local 

economy. 

Risks and Contingencies 

As with any event, there exists inherent risks posed to the patrons as well as risks posed to 

St. Jacobs BIA itself. The risks stated in this section have to be either accepted, mitigated, 

transferred or avoided altogether. One of the key risks facing these recommendations is that any 

plan requires buy in from the Mennonite community to succeed, as well as from local business 

vendors within St Jacobs. In order to generate interest from local businesses and local populations, 

the BIA should implement a business development fund into which all businesses have to 

contribute, and these funds should be used for the execution of all joint activities and events put 
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forth earlier in this document. This strategy ensures that the fund is mutually beneficial to all 

parties involved. Please see Exhibit 5A for an enterprise risk management strategy. This section 

covers risk related to the events suggested above.  

Conclusion 

 The primary and secondary research conducted to investigate the crisis that St. Jacobs is 

currently facing with regard to the rise of its competitors, has provided three key highlights. These 

are: St. Jacobs should increase their store hours to better cater to local residents, introduce more 

unique Mennonite-based activities and experiences with regard to food and beverages, as well as 

introduce more events to draw increased traffic into the village. With all of this research in mind, 

we recommend the St. Jacobs BIA team to implement three main components, which are to create: 

A Mennonite Experience through the utilization of food and other such activities like the train tour 

and learning how to cook sausages; events in the form of music or food truck festivals throughout 

the year; as well as an opportunity to provide outdoor activities for those interested in exploring, 

whether on foot, running, or experiencing water sport activities.  
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Appendix  

1A | Interview Questions 

1. How do you envision St. Jacobs in 5 years’ time?  

2. Do you have any ideas for what the Village could do to increase local traffic? 

3. In your perspective, what is the biggest driver of local tourism?  

4. In your perspective, what is the biggest challenge in bringing in local tourism?  

5. Do you feel that St. Jacobs currently has sufficient venues for the food and hospitality 

sectors to properly cater to local tourism?  

6. In your opinion, what is the specific demographic of locals coming to St. Jacobs? 

7.  What do you think brings them to St. Jacobs?  

8. If you were to describe St. Jacobs in five words or less, what would you say?  

9. Please add any additional comments.  
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2A | Survey Questions 
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3A | Sample Calendar of Events  

January 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails (Snowshoeing and Cross-Country Skiing) 

February 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails (Snowshoeing and Cross-Country Skiing) 

March 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails (Snowshoeing and Cross-Country Skiing) 

April 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails and Running Events (5K, 10K runs, Triathlons) 

• Tourist Train 

• Canoeing 

May 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails and Running Events (5K, 10K runs, Triathlons) 

• Tourist Train 

• Canoeing 

• Food Trucks (once a week – on Wednesdays) 

June 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails and Running Events (5K, 10K runs, Triathlons) 

• Tourist Train 

• Canoeing 

• Food Trucks (once a week – on Wednesdays) 

July 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails and Running Events (5K, 10K runs, Triathlons) 

• Tourist Train 

• Canoeing 

• Food Trucks (once a week – on Wednesdays) 
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• Music Festival 

August 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails and Running Events (5K, 10K runs, Triathlons) 

• Tourist Train 

• Canoeing 

• Food Trucks (once a week – on Wednesdays) 

• Running Events (Triathlons) 

September 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails and Running Events (5K, 10K runs, Triathlons) 

• Tourist Train 

• Canoeing 

• Food Trucks (once a week – on Wednesdays) 

• Music Festivals 

October 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails and Running Events (5K, 10K runs, Triathlons) 

• Tourist Train 

• Canoeing 

November 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails and Running Events (5K, 10K runs, Triathlons) 

• Tourist Train 

• Canoeing 

• Sparkles 

December 

• Culture Experience Venue 

• Walking Trails (Snowshoeing and Cross-Country Skiing)  
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4A | Breakdown of Survey Participants 

 

4B | Survey Comparison 
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4C | Future Improvement Survey Result 
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5A | Risks and Contingencies  

RISKS CONTINGENCY STRATEGY 

Safety Compliance for 

Trains 

Ensure all trains are up to code and approved 

by law, purchase insurance to mitigate against 

indirect loss 

Mitigation 

Food Poisoning Ensure health and safety standards were met 

for all food trucks coming to the area  

Mitigation 

Injury/Death to Patrons 

while on Train  

Get patrons to sign a waiver to release St 

Jacobs or the tour company from liability  

Transfer 

Injury/Death to Patrons 

engaging in hike, trail, 

running events 

Get patrons to sign a waiver to release St 

Jacobs or the tour company from liability  

Transfer 

Extreme weather - forced 

closing of attraction 

Buy an insurance policy that covers this 

situation  

Transfer 

Damage to St Jacobs 

property during music 

festivals / any public 

event or damage to food 

trucks from patrons 

Purchase insurance for festivals / get 

companies to sign a waiver saying St Jacobs 

cannot be held liable for damage to assets  

Accept and 

Transfer 

Buy in from Mennonite 

community and local 

businesses  

Set up a business development fund that all 

businesses have to contribute to maximize 

mutual benefits of this plan 

Mitigate 
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6A| Kitchener-Waterloo Event Offerings  
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7A | City and Town Event Offerings with Similar Demographic as St. Jacobs 
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8A | Food and Beverage Industry Statistics  

Full-Service Restaurant  

Couillard, L. (2019). Full-Service Restaurants in Canada. IBISWorld Industry Report 72211CA. 

 

Coffee and Snack Shops 

Couillard, L. (2019). Coffee & Snack Shops in Canada. IBISWorld Industry Report 72221bCA. 

 

9A | Local Tourism and Spending  
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10A | Train Tours 

MENNONITE EXCURSIONS 

Ride to the town of St. Jacobs where you’ll learn about the Mennonite history at The Mennonite 

Story. Afterwards wander over to St. Jacobs Mennonite Quilts or other stores in the area to 

experience the local arts in the area. Afterwards, you will climb aboard a Mennonite farm wagon 

and travel to experience the close-knit Mennonite community from their farmhouse kitchen table 

in Elmira.  

RAIL N’ALE  

After enjoying Block 3’s samples on the train, join us at the Biergarten in downtown St. Jacobs. 

Sit outside and enjoy the outdoors with the local patio. Feel free to wander the town and join our 

hop on, hop off trains till 2pm.  

11A | Age and Location Breakdown 

All Participants Broken-down: 

Age Visiting at Least 

Once 

Visiting 

Frequently 

Never 

Visiting 

Visiting Once 

or Twice 

16-25 52.63% 15.79% 26.32% 26.32% 

26-35 55.00% 25.00% 21.25% 33.75% 

36-45 55.56% 25.00% 27.78% 27.78% 

45+ 55.42% 25.30% 21.69% 33.73% 
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Exclude St. Jacobs Participants Breakdown: 

Age Visiting at 

Least Once 

Visiting 

Frequently 

Never Visiting Visiting Once 

or Twice 

16-25 42.86% 21.43% 21.43% 21.43% 

26-35 46.27% 29.85% 14.93% 31.34% 

36-45 36.59% 36.59% 9.76% 26.83% 

45+ 57.89% 29.82% 17.54% 40.35% 

 

Location Breakdown 

Location Visiting at 

Least Once 

Visiting 

Frequently 

Never Visiting Visiting Once 

or Twice 

30-60 

mins drive 

36.17% 38.30% 4.26% 31.91% 

60+ mins 

drive 

80.00% 20.00% 40.00% 40.00% 

KWC 

Area 

53.33% 25.00% 19.17% 34.17% 

 

 

Location Breakdown only with target age customers 
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Location Visiting at 

Least Once 

Visiting Frequently Never Visiting Visiting Once 

or Twice 

30-60 mins 

drive 

34.38% 46.88% 3.13% 31.25% 

KWC Area 58.33% 20.24% 20.24% 38.10% 

 

11B | Requirement Breakdown for Target Consumer Groups 

Need to Improve Breakdown 

 More Social and 

Cultural events 

More Opening Hours More Food 

Selection 

Train Tour Others 

16-25 21.34% 38.50% 24.51% 9.18% 6.47% 

26-35 47.23% 18.33% 15.36% 11.18% 7.90% 

36-45 33.22% 21.36% 31.77% 7.04% 6.61% 

45+ 51.22% 3.04% 18.05% 26.13% 1.56% 

 

Detail of Social and Cultural Events for 45+ age group 

Mennonite events 57.78% 

Music Festival 33.33% 

Others 8.89% 
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Detail of Social and Cultural Events for 45+ age group 

Mennonite events 31.05% 

Music Festival 57.15% 

Others 11.80% 

 

11C | Word Cloud 
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